Abstract: Introduction: Postural control integrates information from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems, controlling the body position in space. Global Posture Reeducation (GPR) is a clinically well-accepted method that mainly addresses the proprioceptive component of this postural system. Although the GPR presents relevant evidence, the postural morphotypology prevalence in the general population is not yet known. Objective: To investigate the morphotypological profile prevalence of individuals evaluated with the GPR method by proprioceptive and muscular rebalancing (GPR/PMR). Methodology: A retrospective cross-sectional study was performed (prevalence analysis) of patients evaluated by the GPR/PMR method at the Physiotherapy School Clinic of the Serra dos Órgãos University Center. The morphotypological evaluation data were collected and stored in a spreadsheet using the Microsoft Office Excel® program, where the prevalence of each morphotypology (opening, closing, and mixed) was calculated. Results: A total of 123 evaluation sheets were analyzed, of which 50 were men (41%) and 74 were women (59%) with a mean age of 46 years. In the morphotypological diagnosis, the following values were observed: closing ($n = 107; 87\%$); opening ($n = 6; 5\%$) and mixed ($n = 9; 7\%$). The postural diagnosis in closing ($87\%$) presented a statistically significant difference, when compared to the morphotypologies in opening ($p < 0.0001$) and mixed ($p < 0.0001$). Few subjects in the sample ($n = 5$), presented a relation between the mixed work position (standing and sitting) and the mixed morphotypology ($p < 0.005$). Conclusion: The morphotypological profile of the analyzed population appears to be in closing and does not correlate with the individual’s work position.
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1. Introduction

By definition, posture is the relative position of the body parts in reference to the gravitational field [1]. The ideal posture provides lower energy expenditure due to the absence of abnormal opposing
forces, with greater efficiency and pain absence [2]. Postural control is a complex sensorimotor behavior that integrates information from the visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive systems [1,2], controlling the body position in space with dual purposes of stability and orientation, in relation to the body and the environment [3]. Global postural reeducation (GPR) is a widespread and clinically accepted method, which mainly addresses the proprioceptive component of this postural system, aiming to obtain the musculoskeletal balance necessary for the best efficiency of this system [4].

Historically, Françoise Mezière first described the concept of the “muscular chain”, which may be defined as an intertwined set of connective tissue and poly-articular muscles with their fibers oriented in the same direction [4]. After Mezière, several authors created methods based on their global posture, as Godelieve Struyf (GDS), Philipe Souchard, Leopold Busquet, Michael Nisand, Therèse Bertherat, Veronesi Júnior (GPR by work functional rebalancing), as well as Carlos Barreiros and Alexandre Victoni (GPR/PMR). The muscular chains represent circuits through which the organizing body forces are propagated [4,5]. In the clinical context, a postural disorder may lead to shortening of different muscle chains and the main ones involved are the anterior and/or posterior chains [5]. In particular, GPR/PMR evaluation seeks to obtain a morphotypological diagnosis of body posture through a self-assessment, which may be presented in three conditions: (1) closing; (2) opening, and (3) mixed. In the first, the individual presents a shortening predominance of the anterior muscle flexion chain. In the second, shortening occurs predominantly in the posterior muscle extension chain. In the third and last condition, there is a mixture of the two chains (anterior and posterior; see supplementary material). The technique (GPR/PMR) aims to balance the muscular chains (anterior/posterior and right/left), modulating proprioceptive information (neuromuscular spindle) progressively.

Regardless of the GPR type, all postures originate from the Mezière concept and have common characteristics, such as trunk alignment and external rotation maintenance of the upper and lower limbs, for instance [5–7]. In general, the GPR method aims to “elargate” the shortened poly articular muscles (rich in type II fibers, force) [6], reducing the spinal reflex excitability (alpha motoneuron) by modulating intrafusal fiber activity (type Ia) [8], modifying the viscoelastic properties of connective tissue [6] by breaking down the abnormal crosslinks of collagen [9]. The method has a goal to increase the tone of the mono- and bi-articular muscles (rich in type I fibers, stability) [5], promoting proprioceptive postural control even in total visually deficient individuals [4]. It is believed that these proprioceptive modulations may also promote neuroplastic changes at the spinal and supraspinal levels (sensorimotor cortex) [10], which would result in definitive changes in the body-based postural scheme. In this context, it has recently been proposed that neuroplasticity in the central nervous system (CNS) after a musculoskeletal disorder may explain the changes in motor control and postural balance [11], indicating that the proprioceptive component is relevant in neuro-orthopedic physiotherapy.

The prevalence studies aim to identify the proportion of individuals who present a particular disease and/or change at a given time [12], allowing the elaboration of prevention strategies and more specific approaches. The main benefit of this study is its application in the control and treatment of health problems in the economically active population [13]. Although GPR is growing by presenting relevant clinical evidence with a strong kinetic-functional base in different clinical contexts, the morphotypological prevalence of the Brazilian and world populations is not yet known. This knowledge may be relevant in the treatment and prevention of spinal disorders. Thus, the present study has a goal to investigate the postural morphotypological profile prevalence of individuals evaluated by the GPR/PMR method.

2. Materials and Methods

A retrospective cross-sectional study (prevalence) of patients’ charts was performed, which was evaluated in the GPR outpatient clinic of the Physiotherapy School Clinic of the Serra dos Órgãos University Center (UNIFESO) from 2008 to 2017. The work was approved by the UNIFESO ethics committee by number 1.568.291 and followed the ethics declaration of Helsinki (Approval date: 13 May 2016). All the investigators had a commitment to the confidentiality of any information obtained
through a compromise term for the use of institutional data, and the selected files were in accordance with the proposed criteria.

2.1. Evaluation Criteria

We used evaluation cards filled out by two experienced examiners trained for at least 10 years by the GPR/PMR method instructor. The two examiners used a single standardized record for the morphotypological data collection, used in the GPR sector of the Physiotherapy School Clinic of UNIFESO.

2.2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

We included in the study the records of individuals evaluated by the GPR/PMR method with age above 18 years since, from that age, work activities become more common. We excluded individuals who had been evaluated by any other GPR method who was under 18 years old and that the analyzed data were not fully filled or were incomprehensible. If there was any doubt in the information to be collected, the participant was discarded to avoid errors in the data collection. All participants presented only musculoskeletal disorders (disc herniation, scoliosis, for example), without neurological disease. Some participants presented hypertension, diabetes or metabolic syndrome that was treated with medications specific to each condition.

2.3. Data Collection

The data were collected and stored in a spreadsheet using the Microsoft Office Excel® Professional Plus 2016 (Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil). The subjects were identified in codes (S01, S02, etc.), as well as their gender (M = 0/F = 1) and the age at the postural evaluation year was calculated according to their birth date. In the worksheet, in all the regions analyzed in the evaluation form, they were coded “0” for the region that did not change and “1” for the region that presented alteration, to facilitate data collection and statistical analysis. For the (professional) work position, the subject was classified according to the position that spends the most time at work (sitting, standing or mixed). Specifically, in the GPR/PMR evaluation, the morphotypological diagnosis and the specific characteristics of the morphotypologies in the closing, opening, and mixed in the assessment sheet were recorded.

2.4. Data Analysis

In the descriptive data analysis stage, the following percentages were calculated: age per decade; genre; morphotypological diagnosis (opening, closing, and mixed) in each of their postural variables (head, shoulders, dorsal spine, pelvis, knees, and foot). The prevalence analysis (P) was calculated from the morphotypological diagnosis, using the following formula: \( P = \frac{n_{\text{affected}}}{n_{\text{total}}} \); being the number of individuals affected \( n_{\text{affected}} \) divided by the total number of individuals studied \( n_{\text{total}} \) [12].

In the comparative data analysis stage, its distribution was initially calculated using the Kolomogorov-Smirnov test. Subsequently, a variance analysis (ANOVA) of one factor was used to compare the means obtained in each morphotype (opening, closing and mixed). The Pearson-r correlation test was used to verify the strength of association between the respective morphotypologies and labor positions: (1) closing and sitting; (2) opening and standing position, and (3) mixed posture and standing or sitting positions (mixed position, see Table 1). To verify the reliability between the two examiners who collected the data, an intra-class correlation index (ICC) of the mixed type of two variables (3,1) was used for each morphotypological diagnosis. A value of ICC < 0.4 is considered poor and values between 0.75 and 1.00 are considered excellent [14]. All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences program (SPSS, version 20, São Paulo, SP, Brazil), assuming an alpha significance level of \( p \leq 0.05 \).
3. Results

In total, 262 records were analyzed, 123 were selected, and 139 were discarded because they were included in the exclusion criteria. Of the 123 tokens selected, 50 (41%) men and 74 (59%) women were found. Participants presented a mean age (standard deviation; minimum–maximum) of 46.98 (16.61; 18–85). The mean percentage values of the ages by periods are described in Table 2.

Table 1. Correlation between morphotypology and work position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphotypology</th>
<th>Work Position</th>
<th>Pearson-r Coefficient</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Strength of Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closing</td>
<td>Seated</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening</td>
<td>Standing</td>
<td>–0.37</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>Zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Mixed (standing or sitting)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.005 *</td>
<td>Perfect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Statistically significant difference (n = 5).

Table 2. Characteristics of the sample subdivided by specific periods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ages by Period</th>
<th>18–30</th>
<th>31–40</th>
<th>41–50</th>
<th>51–64</th>
<th>&gt;65</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average (SD)</td>
<td>24 (0.40)</td>
<td>20 (0.37)</td>
<td>26 (0.41)</td>
<td>33 (0.44)</td>
<td>21 (0.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Percentage</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N: number of forms; SD: standard deviation.

Of the 123 records analyzed, a predominance was registered in three labor activities described below (records number; average percentage; mean (standard deviation)): (1) standing (n = 29; 24%; 0.24 (0.43)); seated (n = 59; 48%; 0.48 (0.50)), and mixed (n = 36; 29%; 0.29 (0.46)). As for the morphotypological diagnosis, the following values were observed: closing (n = 107; 87%; 0.87 (0.34)); opening (n = 6; 5%; 0.5 (0.22)) and mixed (n = 9; 7%; 0.7 (0.26)). The percentage analysis of prevalence was higher for the morphotypology in the closing (prevalence of 87%) and was calculated as follows: 107/123 × 100 = 86.99%. The postural diagnosis at closing presented a statistically significant difference when compared with the opening morphotypes (F(1) = 63.15, p < 0.0001) and mixed (F(1) = 133.33, p < 0.0001) (see Figure 1). Figure 2 shows the percentage of each of the variables (postural regions) analyzed in the closing morphotype.

Figure 1. Postural diagnosis of the different morphotypologies. Mean postural diagnosis in the morphologies at closing (n = 107), opening (n = 6), and mixed (n = 9). The closing diagnosis presented a statistically significant difference in relation to the other morphotypologies (* p < 0.0001).
were observed in the following variables: head anteriorized (96%); flexion dorsal (78%); anterior
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The results showed that 87% of the sample (n = 107) presented a correlation between posture and work position. Within the morphotypology in closing (ICC = 0.54), indicating that there are no differences between the two evaluators.

4. Discussion

A patient records analysis (n = 123) was performed and evaluated at the GPR clinic of the Physiotherapy School of UNIFESP from 2008 to 2017. The present study had as general objective to investigate the morphotypological prevalence of the individuals evaluated by the GPR/PMR method. The results showed that 87% of the sample (n = 107) had a morphotypology in closing (Figure 1) and there was no correlation with the work position in this group (see Table 1). However, the mixed group (n = 5) presented a correlation between posture and work position. Within the morphotypology in closing, the most frequent variables (above 50%) were: anterior head (96%); flexion dorsal (78%); anterior shoulders (>80%); abducted scapula (67%); and right and left foot valgus (54%, Figure 2).

When correlating the work position with the respective morphotypology, it is observed that, of the nine records in which the subjects reported a mixed work position (standing or sitting), five presented a mixed morphotypology (anterior and posterior chains, see Table 1). The ICC values analysis for inter-examiner reliability did not present statistical difference for the morphotypologies in closing (ICC = −0.056; p = 0.59), opening (ICC < 0.00; p = 0.49), and mixed (ICC = −0.27; p = 0.54), indicating that there are no differences between the two evaluators.

Figure 2 represents the mean percentage of the postural variables evaluated within the morphotypology in closing (n = 107). Bars filled in the scale from black to light gray show the variables with a percentage above 50% change. Note, that the highest percentage values (above 50%) were observed in the following variables: head anteriorized (96%); flexion dorsal (78%); anterior shoulders (>80%); abducted scapula (67%); and right and left foot valgus (54%, Figure 2).

When correlating the work position with the respective morphotypology, it is observed that, of the nine records in which the subjects reported a mixed work position (standing or sitting), five presented a mixed morphotypology (anterior and posterior chains, see Table 1). The ICC values analysis for inter-examiner reliability did not present statistical difference for the morphotypologies in closing (ICC = −0.056; p = 0.59), opening (ICC < 0.00; p = 0.49), and mixed (ICC = −0.27; p = 0.54), indicating that there are no differences between the two evaluators.

In practical terms, the GPR method presents relevant evidence, involving different types of study: randomized and controlled; non-randomized and controlled; observational studies and case report [5]. This method presents wide clinical acceptance and relevant evidence in different contexts, such as rheumatologic, orthopedic, neurological, and cardiopulmonary.

In the rheumatology area, it has shown an effect in the treatment of fibromyalgia [13] and ankylosing spondylitis [15]. In orthopedics, recently a meta-analysis has shown its effectiveness in spinal column disorders [16], as in the treatments of scoliosis [17,18], herniated disc [19], and Scheuermann’s disease (dorsal hyperciphosis) [20,21]. In addition, other effects have been observed, such as improvement: in the distribution of the plantar pressure center [22]; flexibility, range of body movement
and quality of life [23]; in postural correction [24,25]; in the treatment of temporomandibular disorder [26,27], cervical [23], and low back pain [6,28].

This method has been used in the urinary incontinence treatment [29,30], as well as in the neurological field, in the cervical dystonia treatment [31], stroke [32], and Parkinson’s disease [33,34], since its use may promote changes in the motor potential evoked spinal and supraspinal [10]. Finally, in the cardiopulmonary scope, pieces of evidence have been presented in the cardiovascular system response [35]; and in the chronic obstructive pulmonary disease treatment [36], since it has been observed an improvement in respiratory muscle strength and an increase in thoracic cavity mobility after the technique application [37].

In general, the GPR method aims to “elongate” the shortened poly-articular muscles (rich in type II fibers; force) [6], reducing the excitability of the spinal reflex (alpha motoneuron) by modulating intra-fusal fiber activity (type Ia) [8], modifying the viscoelastic properties of connective tissue [6] by breaking down the abnormal crosslinks of collagen (endo, peri and epimisium) [9]. The method has a goal to increase the tone of the mono- and bi-articular muscles (rich in type I fibers; stability) [5], promoting proprioceptive postural control [4] and the decrease of oscillation of the pressure center in the anteroposterior direction [22]. It is believed that these proprioceptive modulations may also promote neuroplastic changes at the spinal and supraspinal levels (sensorimotor cortex) [10], which would result in definitive changes in the body-based postural scheme through the neural plasticity event (gene transcription) [11].

Individuals with anterior posture, clinically known as anterior scapular pattern [2], present a shortening of the anterior flexion chain (morphotypology in closing). Statistically, 72% of the French population had an anterior scapular pattern (morphotypology in closing) and 43.8% had right and left valgus feet [2]. In the present study, 87% of the sample (n = 107) presented a morphotypology in closing (Figure 1) and 54% presented right and left valgus feet (Figure 2), which, in the morphotypological analysis, is represented by valgus in the hindfoot and forefoot. In this context, the results found in the present study corroborates those described in the literature.

The prevalence studies aim to identify the proportion of individuals presenting a particular disease and/or alteration at a given time [12], enabling the prevention strategies elaboration, improving comprehensive health care and guiding therapeutic approaches. The main benefit of this study is its application in the control and treatment of health problems in the economically active population [13]. In this study results, the most affected age group is part of the population considered economically active (41 to 64 years old, see Table 2).

The present study is the first one involving morphotypologic prevalence, regardless of the GPR type. Therefore, it is not yet possible to establish a concrete discussion on the subject, since work is needed in other Brazilian states as well as in other countries of the world.

5. Conclusions

The morphotypological profile of the analyzed population (n = 123), specifically in Teresópolis, state of Rio de Janeiro, appears to be in the closing and does not correlate with the individual’s work position. The posture in flexion (closed chain) may indicate a risk factor for different injuries to the vertebral spine, such as a herniated disc. Therefore, the balance of the anterior and posterior muscle chains can prevent mechanical dysfunctions. It is possible that some variations in the morphotypological profile among the different regions of Brazil according to the culture. Still, the difference may be greater among the countries, due to the diversity of biopsychosocial factors that may influence body posture. As a limitation, the authors did not follow the participants’ evolution to verify possible changes in their morphotypological profile. Therefore, more studies are needed to investigate these characteristics and their correlations in Brazil and in the world.
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